BMED380 – Reading list

Curriculum

• Participation at a minimum of 25 seminars in two semesters (attendance is registered at the seminars).
• A general information meeting at the beginning of each semester.
• A lecture giving advice on how to write a seminar report to be held during each semester.
• Submission of reports of two freely chosen lectures, one report per semester, written according to specified guidelines.
• Individual meetings with the course coordinator to go through the corrected reports.

Teaching material

• The seminars being held.
• Possible one-to-one discussions with the speakers (who might also provide copies of their presentations, if desired).
• The abstracts of the seminars (given on the seminar programme webpage).
• The homepages of the speakers (given on the seminar programme webpage), normally including descriptions of the research fields and lists of publications (otherwise, students are encouraged to seek information in PubMed).